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                             UNIT -5 

SOCIAL INTEGRATION ;- 
 Social Integration is the Process during which Newcomers or 

Minorities are incorporated into the social structure of the 

host society ,

 Social integration , together with Economic integration and 

identity integration , are Three Main dimensions of a 

newcomers experiences in the society that is receiving them . 

“ A higher extent to Social integration contributes to a closer 

social Distance between Groups and more consistent values 

and practices, bringing together various. Ethnic Groups 

irrespective of Language, Caste ,creed etc ,. Without lashing 

ones identity it gives access to all areas of Community Life 

and Eliminates segregation .

 
 Social integration is a Dynamic and structured Process in 

which all members participate in Dialogue to achieve to 

achieve and maintain peaceful Social Relations .Social 

exclusion Social integration does not mean Forced 

assimilation . Social integration is focused on the need to
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move toward a safe , stable and Just society by mending 

conditions of Social Disintegration , Social exclusion , Social 

Fragmentation , exclusion and polarization , and by 

expanding and strengthening conditions of social integration 

of towards peaceful Social Relations of coexistence . 

CO-OPERATION ;- 
 
 

 We examined several aspects of online networks and online 

Communities in previous classes.

 
 How do the coordinate section with order users .

 
 How do they balance private interest with working towards 

common goal that ,may sometimes conflict with individual 

Rationality ?

HUMAN CO-OPERATION ;- 

 
 The Subject of cooperation is of course not the unito the 

online experience .Sociologists ,Economists ,Anthropologists , 

Communications Scholars and others have long sought to 

explain why and how cooperative behaviour emerges .

 Cooperation is necessary for the organization of Society and 

production . so it is Cultivated through Socialization , 

Education ,Experience and or force .

Cooperation and Competition ;- 
Rather than being cooperation or Competitive ,team 

Members are often both simultaneously – a mixed motive 

situation . 



 What strategies did the coach use to deal with Potentially 

negative effects of Competition within the Team?

 
 Levi asserts 3 reasons for this ; Can you provide examples 

from the movie ?

1) Culture , 

2) Personality, 

3) Organizational Rewards… 
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